
        
 

 

 

 

Contest program: 

Maryna Makarenko (Ukraine/Germany). 
“Expired” 

 
 
“Expired” is a story about Svema, former chemical 
plant (located in Schostka, 
Ukraine), which was founded in 1931. People, 
playing in the film, used to work at Svema. Now they 
come back to abandoned space that was their 
everyday environment. 
 
Sergey Polyakov (Ukraine). “Sergiivka, 
slow Autumn beginning” 
 

 
 
I came to Sergiivka in summer of 2011. Sergiivka is 
located not far away from Odessa and it is a 
relatively big but not crowed resort town. Heydays of 
this town were in 80 years. Unusual atmosphere of 
this  town attracted me and in the Autumn of the 
same year I get back to Sergiivka for several times. I 
filmed moments that in my opinion especially keenly 
transferred nature, town and my own state. Only 
year after I get back to created materials and 
decided to try transferring what I feel year ago.  
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Vadim Kozlovsky (Ukraine). “Time flow. 
Ukrainians” 
 

 
 
In 1991 my Ukraine became an independent 
country. Meanwhile, all citizens had the old Soviet 
passports. Changing old passports to new ones 
proceeded heavily, especially in villages. One day, in 
1995 I was offered a job as a passport photographer 
for the villagers of Tulchinskiy area in Vinnitsa 
region. 
As "when I was thirty five it was not a very good 
year ..."I agreed ... In several villages I took almost 
4,500 photos of my co-citizens... It was mainly aged 
women. Youth was away searching for a better life 
in the big cities. They would not stay in a village 
even back then.  
 
The project "Time flow" is awarded of "Les Nuits 
Photographiques" in Paris, 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Olena Bulygina (Ukraine). «Barber Shop» 
 

  
 
Body in modern culture is far from real bodies 
around, everybody knows that fashion shoots create 
false reality but it doesn’t make them less appealing 
or less persuading.  Computer games allow player to 
visit Barber Shop and change in-game appearance in 
a few clicks — something that would be in an 
extreme demand, reflecting different ideas of 
identity in an attempt to deal with self-doubt. Barber 
Shop multimedia is a 2012 Lens Culture Exposure 
Awards Grand Prize winner and a III place at 
Photovisa Festival.  
 

 
Special program: 
 
Juan Manuel Castro Prieto (Spain). 
“Esperando al cargo” 
 

 
 
Cargo cult – is a term which means a group of 
religious movements in Melanesia. Representatives 
of the cargo cults believe that Western products 
created by ancestral spirits and intended for 

Melanesian people. Cargo cult can be seen as a 
modern manifestation of magical thinking. Over the 
past 75 years, most cargo cults have almost 
disappeared. However, this cult is still alive on the 
island of Tanna (Vanuatu) ... 
 
 
Olga Kravets, Maria Morina, and Oksana 
Yushko (Russia). ”Grozny: Nine Cities” 
 

 
 
Grozny, the capital of Chechnya, is a melting pot for 
changing Caucasus society that is trying to overcome 
a trauma of two recent wars and find its own way in 
between traditional Chechen values, Muslim 
traditions, and globalization. Our project is inspired 
by Thornton Wilder’s book Theophilus North and 
centers on the idea of nine cities being hidden in one, 
which gives us a concept to explore specific aspects 
of the aftermath of two Chechen wars. 
 
Tamas Dezso (Hungary). “HERE, 
ANYWHERE” 
 

 
 
The map of Hungary is speckled with capsules of 
time. During the political transformation twenty 
years ago, as the country experienced change it 
simply forgot about certain places – streets, blocks of 
flats, vacant sites and whole districts became self-
defined enclosures, where today a certain out-dated, 
awkward, longed-to-be-forgotten Eastern 
Europeanness still lingers. There are places which 



seem to be at one with other parts of the city in a 
single space, but their co-existence in time is only 
apparent; places which decompose in accordance 
with their own specific chronology, determined by 
their past, such that what remains would then either 
be silently reconquered by nature or enveloped by 
the lifestyles of tomorrow’s generations. Of the 
inhabitants, who have never fully integrated with 
majority society, soon only traces will remain, until 
they, too, disappear in the course of time. 
 
Tamas Dezso (Hungary). “Romania” 
 

 
 
Spiritual tradition and physical heritage are 
simultaneously disintegrating in Romania. Time is 
beginning to undermine centuries-old traditions 
preserved in tiny villages, in communities of only a 
few houses, as well as the bastions of the communist 
era’s enforced industrialisation, which became part 
and parcel of Romania’s recent history. 
 
Melanie Dornier (France/India). “Memory” 
 

 
 
Memory of places, these stories have been built and 
re-built. Mark of past life is still omnipresent in 
empty places. Walls are full of memories, they tell 
stories of themselves. Photography project 
“Memory” is a research between emptiness and 

memory. This fine art project has been realized in 
China where economic pressure built and re-built 
town. Urban spread boosts disappearance of culture 
and tradition. Every year, about 15 million people 
become urban citizens. 
 
Arthur Bondar, Oksana Yushko (Ukraine). 
“Soullines”  
 

 

We had a strange feeling on the border with a self-
proclaimed country in Caucasus, Abkhazia, well 
known for its ancient traditions of hospitality. We 
observed the consequences of the war with Georgia 
(1992-1993) of a long period of economic blockade, 
Russian money influence, coming Olympic Games 
2014 in Sochi, political propaganda and the borders 
in people's thoughts.   
 
Andrew Lomakin (Ukraine) “Two lives” 
 

 
 
On the night from 25 to 26 of April 1986 the biggest 
in the world nuclear disaster happened on modern 
Ukraine territory. Transient evacuation for 3 days 
term was proclaimed In Pripyat’ town to clean area 
from radiation. It was allowed to take personal IDs 
and minimum of valuables. About 50000 people were 
evacuated from Pripyat. No one from them was able 
to come back to his home. It was a very big loose. 
After some time people were provided with new 
apartments in different cities of former USSR. But it 
was hard to recover from the psychological shock. 
Currently the most part of them is living in Kyiv and 
Slavutych (town was boiled for former Chernobyl 



Nuclear Power Plant workers) People still remember 
events of those days very well. Some of them 
managed to bring out archive photos. 

 
Sara Angelucci (Canada). “Snow” 
 

 
 
Snow is a five minute video work comprised of a 
series of film segments taken from the last few 
seconds of a variety of Super 8 family films.  The 
short scenes in Snow were selected because they still 
contained the "white dots" which suddenly appear, 
float over and obliterate the scene.  (These dots are 
literally holes in the film created by Kodak as an 
identifying tagging system).  Although there is 
nothing remarkable in these ordinary scenes of 
family life, the video becomes a series of endings 
strung together forever suspending the narrative.  
The dots obliterate the last clues of the story; each 
scene viewed in brief isolation, a small gesture of 
loss.  
 
Julia Borissova (Russia). “Running To The 
Edge” 
 

 
Memory rolls in like waves causing a sudden and 
acute experience which doesn’t refer to a life of a 
specific person. This memory is connected to a 
cultural stratum. Everything is mixed here, the 
present and the past, some old photo portraits telling 
the stories of life which were erased by flow of time, 
dried flowers that represent markers of what was 

important but was forgotten, the memories of what 
happened, but couldn’t be remembered.  
 
Roman Pyatkovka (Ukraine). “Soviet 
Photo” 
 

 
 
Soviet photo - is the whole epoch, which gone 
irrevocably.On one side it is an odious magazine 
"Soviet Photo", filled with communist propaganda. 
On the other side these were pictures of underground 
photographers of those times. Pictures of which 
could put into prison. To connect the today means 
reconsider that time. The time of ephemeral ideals 
and bitter disappointments. Rethink to understand 
what to do now.The pictures and pages from the 
magazine "Soviet Photo" and the author's works of 
the soviet period were used in this series. 
 
The “Soviet Photo” project is a winner of 
"Conceptual, Professional Competition" Sony World 
Photography Awards. 
 


